
PROGRAMME NOTES FOR ACT l 

THE LION KING by Disney 

 

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the Theatre Royal Plymouth 

for Disney’s The Lion King, an adaptation of the classic film.  This production is 

directed by,   Julie Taymor, scenic designer, Richard Hudson, lighting by    Donald 

Holder and music by Elton John and Tim Rice.  The musical director is Jon Ranger 

and he leads a 10 piece ensemble with additional percussion including   congas, Ju 

Ju and Shaker in the balconies set high on both   sides of the stage. 

 

 My name is Pauline, your describer for the first Act which will run for approximately 

1 hour and 10 minutes, whilst my colleague, Tony will be describing Act 2.    

I will   briefly outline each scene and the characters therein   and    keep you 

informed of the action as it takes place. 

Synopsis 

Set against the majesty of the Serengeti Plains and to the evocative rhythms of 

Africa, The Lion King is a worldwide theatrical phenomenon. 

This adaptation transports you into a dazzling world that explodes with glorious 

colours, stunning effects and enchanting music. At its heart is the powerful and 

moving story of Simba- the epic adventure of his journey from wide eyed cub to his 

destined role as King of the Pridelands. 

Cast and costumes in order of appearance 

Rafiki, Gugwana Diamini, Durban, wears a top adorned with various objects and has 

baggy trousers and   an oval rafia mat   suspended over her bottom. She carries a 

pole and around her waist are hung a horn and a bowl. Her face is that of an old 

striped baboon with a bandana around her spiky hair. 

Mufasa, Cleveland Cathnott, Jamaica is a very tall imposing muscular figure. He 

wears the brown lion's mask on his head which lowers over his face when he 

confronts danger.  He has a multi coloured beaded corset around his    chest with a 

prominent back support to represent his shoulder blades and he wears   a stiff gold 

collar.  This is over a long sleeved orange patterned top and baggy trousers. 

Sarabi, Teisha Duncan, Jamaica, is an elegant figure wearing a lioness’ head and 

attached is a billowy orange cloak fastened to her wrists and ankles. She too wears a 

beaded corset over baggy orange trousers, as do the other lionesses. 

Zazu, Meilyr Sion, Aberystwyth, A white pelican with a large orange beak is   

manipulated by Meilyr wearing a suit with a long blue patterned jacket with curly 

tails and loose trousers and he wears a matching bowler hat. He has a Glaswegian 

accent. 

Scar, Stephen Carliile, Bath; the old embittered brother of the king. He is tall and thin 

and his mask is emaciated and scarred. He wears brown leather loose shorts over 

brown slim trousers and is also corseted and he carries a gnarled cane as he has an 

old injury to his back. His teeth flash a bright white as he sneers at his brother and 

minions. 

Young Simba,  played by  Nana Agyeman-Bediako London, Jude Blake Newport, 

Joshua Cameron London,  Soloman Gordan Northampton,Daniel Daszek-Green 

London,Taha Elamin ,Rekem Eruku London,Eve MidgeleySouth Africa, Bradley Norton 

, William Wright- Neblett  London; he/she has a   mop of  black ringleted hair and is 

painted red from his/her neck to the shoulders .He/she wears a chest corset and 

baggy trousers. 

 Young Nala, played by Anu Badmus London, Donica Elliston London, Jessica Kesse 

London,  Nicole Manumbre Birmingham, Phoenix Powell Florida, Sophia Tejero 

Birmingham;she wears her  hair tightly braided and also has a corset and baggy 

trousers. 

Shenzi, Me’sha Bryan, Wolverhampton, Banzai, Daniel Norford,   Plymouth, Ed, Philip 

Oakland, Colchester, are 3 of the   hyenas. They are all in speckled grey and control 

their dangly masks, which are attached to their comical heads, by a mane of spiky 

hair, with one hand, and their stiff front legs with the other. They lope across the 

savannah and crouch ready to pounce on prey. 

Timon, John Hasler London, A life size puppet is attached to John's feet by its   back 



feet and right arm. It has a cartoon smiley face and it is orange with a white 

underbelly.  John is dressed in a green spotted onsite with a green   face and hair to 

represent the jungle. 

 Pumba, Lee Ormsby Bristol,  The large dark purple warthog costume is worn by Lee 

with his head protruding from the back of the large  hog's head and his face is 

painted and he has  black spiky  hair.   The little back legs dangle   from the body. 

  Adult Simba, Nicholas Nkuna South Africa,   built like his late father, is partly bare 

chested with a beaded corset and gold lion head. He wears anklets and bracelets.   . 

 

The curtain is a rich brown and is decorated with large African symbols 

representative of life. It is slowly raised to reveal the orange lit savannah. 

Scenes 

1. Pride Rock 

It’s sunrise on the Savannah and Rafiki the old baboon, is summoning all the animals 

to welcome Simba the lion cub, son to Mufasa and Saribi.  Some appear from the 

back of the house parading to the rock. There are   2 ten foot high giraffes,     

several antelope   , an elephant    and her calf, a cheetah,   2 zebras,   lionesses, 

antelope and rhino. 

 

2. Scar's Cave 

This is a dark place, overshadowed by an overhang of rock with a sloping entrance 

on the right. Here we meet Scar, Mufasa's lonely brother, a battle hardened and 

bitter lion who wants to be King. He is resentful of Simba as his birth has usurped 

his place in the royal lineage. 

3. Rafiki's Tree 

 We meet Rafiki again beside the    large tree of life, cast   into silhouette by the 

bright orange light behind it and its branches are adorned with the African symbols 

of life. 

Rafiki consults its spirit and paints Simba's image   within a large circle on its trunk. 

4. The Pridelands 

A lush fertile place ripe with food for all the animals; this is where Mufasa rules with 

his pride. We meet more animals, including an ant hill and several gazelles. 

5. Scar's Cave 

Simba finds his Uncle and Scar hints at   the Elephant's graveyard to Simba. 

6 The Pridelands 

We are on the Pridelands and the lionesses are hunting. Simba coerces Nala into 

going to the Elephant's graveyard but they must take Zazu and the cubs try to lose 

him. 

7. Elephant Graveyard (There are jets of steam and smoke) 

A grim gloomy place littered with elephant bones and a huge backbone   serves as a 

platform and hiding place for the hyenas where they lurk picking the bones and 

waiting for carrion. 

8. Under the stars 

Mufasa, Zazu, Simba and Nala walk through the grass on their way home and Mufasa 

scolds Simba for his foolishness. 

9. Elephant Graveyard (more jets of steam) 

We join the hyenas and Scar as they plot to kill Simba. 

10. The Gorge 

 Scar takes Simba to the gorge, a rich red soiled place with steep cliffs and the 

silhouetted wildebeest line the distant horizon.  As the wildebeest stampede, they 

appear to run down a slope towards us coming closer until they surround Simba.  

Mufasa comes to the rescue but loses his life. Scar blames Simba and tells him to run 

away. 

11. Pride Rock 

The lionesses are mourning the loss of Mufasa and Simba and 

Scar assumes the Kingship and summons his army of hyenas. 

12. Rafiki's Tree 

Rafiki   sadly erases the image of Simba as Nala and Saribi mourn the loss of their 

King and Simba. 



13. The Desert/Jungle 

Here is a stark landscape under a hot orange sun. It is high noon and Simba is 

rescued from the circling buzzards by Timor, a meerkat and Pumba, a wart hog with 

a flatulence problem!  They take him into the jungle. 

 

There will be a 20 minute interval. 

 

To be stated at the end of Act 1 

My colleague Tony will start his commentary 5 minutes before the end of the 

interval. 



PROGRAMME NOTES FOR ACT ll 

THE LION KING by Disney 

 

Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome back to Act ll of The Lion King. 

There will be a further seven scenes, which will last approximately 65 minutes. My 

name is Tony and I will be Audio Describing Act ll. 

 

There will be the use of some strobe and flashing lighting during this part of the 

show and I will warn you when this is about to happen in case you wish to shield 

your eyes. As in Act 1 percussionists are situated on either side of the auditorium 

perched at circle level, playing the various jungle beats on a variety of instruments 

including, congas, caxixi, talking drum, JU JU, Shaker and Shakere. 

 

At the end of Act One Simba had fled the Pridelands to the jungle and met up with 

Timon, a wisecracking meerkat, and Pumbaaa, a big-hearted warthog. Simba decides 

to stay with his newfound friends, where he grows from a cub to a young adult lion. 

Simba adopts the odd couple’s “Hakuna Matata” (no worries) attitude. 

 

 Meanwhile under Scar’s cruel and careless rule, since he assumed the throne for his 

own tyrannical purposes, the Pridelands has become dry and lifeless. Hyenas roam 

the territory picking clean whatever is left and terrorising the lionesses. Scar has his 

three special hyena henchmen – Shenzi, Banzai and Ed, protecting him and carrying 

out his dirty work. 

 

 Nala decides she needs to flee to the jungle in order to escape Scar’s clutches and 

help find a new land where the lionesses can live in peace. 

 

Dancers use a variety of dance techniques, classical, modern and street dance to 

portray the hunting scene of the lionesses and hyenas on the warpath; the 

movement of the Savannah or leaping gazelles or a flock of birds. 

  

In the jungle dancers appear dressed in large headdresses with plumbs of grass 

shooting from their heads. Their arms are like very large tropical jungle leaves with 

colourful aprons falling in front resembling plants that have burst into bloom.  

 

 In a further scene Simba, Timon and Punbaa are in the jungle on their return journey 

to the Pridelands, the jungle creepers and palm trees become animated. Grasses 

shoot up from the bodies of 4 human forms that lay outstretched on the ground. 

They move about, representing the ground vegetation and also a place to bed down 

for the night. From here Timon and Pumbaa follow after Simba to the river, which is 

depicted by a full width blue silk material stretching past Timon and Pumbaa. When 

they arrive there Simba is on the opposite side of the river. Fish swim down the river. 

It is fast flowing leading to a waterfall at the bottom of which hungry jaw snapping 

crocodiles are waiting.  

 

In Scene four, Under the Stars Fireflies fills the air against a star-lit sky in the jungle. 

The fireflies give off bright tiny white light as they dance in the night air. 

 

In the opening scene African tribal dancers dressed in the most colourful vibrant 

robes and flat kofia traditional hats run from the audience onto the stage. Large 

birds fly over the audience. The tribal dancers perform a tribal song and dance, 

which is lively and energetic, set against a brilliant blue-sky backdrop of the 

Grasslands, before they all run way. 

 

 


